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carried out in England during the war, will be completed. Tl1e .next year 
or year and a half's work will be devoted to extending the scope of these 
.earEer studies, and linking ,them more closely wit4 the practical situationl) 
in ships. 

ASTRONAVIGATION 
BY 

Colonel F .. M. RICIIARDSON, D.S.O. 

Late Royd Army Medical Corps 

THE ave~agesoldie:r's knowledge of Stars or Heavenly Bodies is confined to 
the "pin-up"pictures in his billet, but if his interest in tile more cold and distant 
variety can be stimuhited it will obviously be of great value to him as an aid 
to navigation by night. One's position can be fixed astronomically to within 
ahlmdred yards by experts, and by less expert people. to within about a 
mile, provided the necessary time and equipment are available. We do not 
of· course need to be so highly trained as this but a certain amount' of know
ledge of the Stars is invaluable for Direction keeping in Night marches. Stars 
can be used either alone or combined with the use of the compass as navi
gational aids. The most convenient guiding mark during a night march 
may be a star; in fact oh a very dark night a star may 'be the only possible 
guiding mark. No knowledge of astronomy is needed in. order to be able 
to choose a 'star on the required bearing, hut unless one keeps one's' eyes 
constantly fixed upon it, which is extremely tiring, it is very easy to' lose 
,the, chosen star and -to march on another and possibly misleading star. If, 
however, one has a little knowledge of. Stars and Constellations 'and can fix 

.in one's mind the position of one's guiding star in relation to some well
lfnown s~r Of- constellation this risk of getting it confused with others is 
,greatly reduced. Fora guiding . mark one should select a star. between ,10 
,and J5 degrees aboye the horizQn .. Below 10 degrees stars .tendtobe lost in 
.,haze, whilst .those above 15 degrees may change their bearing more rapidly, 
.. and if they are used the bearing .. ,mustbe-che:cked more. often. Ill;: this con- ' 
nexionJit is convenient to remember that the altitude of the Pole Star above 
the horizon.is always equal to the latitude of the place from whichit is 
'observed, e.g. {rpm the latitude 30. degxees the ,.anglefrom th~ P()le Star ,t.o 

. 'the ,eye' and the horizon,. is. 30 degrees. . Degrees can be roughly .• measured 
hjusing the.outstretched hand in which the distance between the fully. ex
tended fingers is about 18 degrees. With the .clenched fist the distance from 
the first to the. second knuckle~joint. is about 3' degrees, fron: tht; first '1:aili~ 
third knuckle-joint 5 degrees, and from the first to the fourth kimckle-joint 

.8 qegrees. Ef}~ter1y stars are <ilways rising and westerlyonessettingy§!t:that 
when marching East one should choose a new star when the first choice gets 
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Clinical and Other. Notes 313 

tClo;high, and. when marching West one chooses Cl new .one wheJ:ltlle fir,st 
on,:<;, sets. 
:._Human beings have an inherent tendency to go round in a cjrde at night, 
usually <lleft~handed one, and to finish up somewhere. near where they s.tat:ted. 
This tendency was accentuated in th([ Desert~here it wasamaziJ:lgly easy to 
lose .que's way at night. In a widely dispersed camp it was not at all uncom
m(;m for people to lose their way when trying. to go from the mess tent to 

their bivouac tent and to w,jllder about most of th~night,pr even to finish 
up miles away froem hom~, .where theydespondeptly;.awaited the dawn .. Man,y 

f people used to observe before dark }he compass bearing from their tents tQ 
the mess or to the latrin~~, but to use the stars was often easier. The tendency 
to go in circles is also )TIarked in mountains where in addition one seems to 
tend to follow the line of least resistance and to drift grad,Ually, .ciownhill 
TflJher fiS a tennis baIlwoIM do if rolled along 'a slope. These tendencies 
can be overcome by study of the Stars, and it is necessary 'only to know a few 
easily identified constellations. Only by constant practice at different times. 
of the night and in different seasons can one become. at all proficient,unless 
Q:rle,should have-the opportunity of a plfriodof intensive 'study in aPlane~ 
ta~i:tlm, which is a building in which, Py meallS of· intricq.te machinery. the 
movements ·of stars and planets are projected upon the ceiling, and a whole 
year can be passed through in a shorter or longer period according to the 
rate at which the machine is run. In order to be able to train men in this 
subject one should obtain .a ,star chart, and study it with the help of some 
simple book on Stars. Military Training Pamphlet No. 13 (India), "Navi-
gation by the Stars," was a very convenient book' for the purpose. . 

The following paragraphs and the accompanying illustration indicate the 
extent of knowledge of this subject which will be en()ugh for our purpose. 

Stars twinkle with' their own light whilst Planets glow with a steady re
flected light. The Stars imd Planets visible in the sky 'and their position in 
the sky at a'ny particular hour vary with the season. Con~t~llations not only 
travel across the sky but tend to tilt on the~"r own. axes. ". But despite these 
constant variations in position their positions in;relation to one 'another remain 
constant. Thus if you have a star chart and .!=.an identify one or two stars or 
constellations you can set the chart,as you se~a map, and find others. 

> The moveme~to£ the Stars and the variations in the picture presented 
by the night sky can be explained as follows. Owing to the rotation of the' 
Earth the Stars' behave like the Sun, rising generally in an Easterly direction 
and setting towards the West. The Meridian is an imaginary line from the 
pole due North, to the Zenith, which.is the point directly overhead. and 
continued till it meets the horizon a,t a point due South of our position. A 
Star is said to be full up when it. crosses, the M"eridian; before reaching it it 
is rising, and after crossing it it is setting. Certain Stars which 'are visible 
at one season of th~ year may at another season have risen and ,~et before 
darkness and so are invisible... .••. ' " , 

The Pole Star which is always within a few degrees of T,tue North is a 
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~14 Clinical and Other Notes 

focal point round which all neighbouring Stars and Constellations appear to 
move in circles, and thus in the Northern Hemisphere the sky shows a picture 
of a focal point in the North round which certain conspicuous constellations 
revolve; whilst in the rest of the sky, especially towards the'South, stars rise 
ih the Eqst, move' across the sky, and set in the West. '" , 

The Stars and Constellations recommended as being of most value in 
night navigation are the Pole Star, Capella, Vega and ONOri. The Pole Star 
is the most valuable and important, because in the Northern Hemisphere 
one can always see it, weather permitting, and some of the Constellations, 
drcling round it', and because it always remains fixed. 

CONSTELLATIONS IN THE NORTHERN SKY 

This rough illustration shows:-
A: The four Constellations whichsurr<>undthe Pole Star in it great square in the 

NoTthernsky and shows how the four useful Navigational 'aids can be Identified. 
B: How to tell when the Pole Star is in the gYIeridian. 

A (i) It is essential to be able to recognize the Pole Star not only in the'beh-known 
way by the "Pointers" of the Plough-(a) and (b)~but also from: Cassiopeia., These ,two 
Constellations revolve: round the Pole Star, and when East and West of it both are visible. 
When they are above and below it only one is visible, but one of the'two is ALWAYS visible. 
!i..ence the importance of being able to find the Pole Star from Oassiopeia. 

AURIGA i towardSORI~N 
*/*) , 
*--r-o-* CAPELLA ' 
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Matters of Interest 315 

(ii);Gapellais a very bright star in the Oonstelladon Auriga, whioh is aBort of irregular 
semi-circle of bright stars. On iSDsceles triangle of faint stars lies close to' Capella. 
Capdla ilies almDst half-way between the Pole Star and Orion .. 

(iii) Vega, a very bright star in the Oonstellati'On LyraJ lies .exactly opposite Capella 
on the other side of the Pole Star. AparallelDgram of !faint 'stars lies clDse to it, and the 
line of three stars forming the ConsteLlati'On Aquila if cDntinued for about three times 
its own length reaches Vega. Altair is the bright star in the middle 'Of Aquila. The stars 

. markedc and d in the Plough also point to Vega. 

(iv) The C'Onstellati'On Orion, the m~st conspicuous in the Southern sky, is e~~ily 
recognized by Orion';s Belt,. a line. of three stars in a quadrilateral of bright stars. It 
lies on the other side of the Pole Sta.r~ from Vega, and about twice as far from the Pole 
Star as Vega. 

B. The Pole Star is in the Meridian-i.e. true NDrth-when the point half-way 
between the twO' end stal'S of the tail of the PIDuglh is verticallYaJoove or beneath it. The 
same applies to the point half-way between the two snars 'forming thefiattened limb 'Of 
the "W" or "M" .of the C:mstellation Ca:ssiopeia. See the dotted lines 'On the di,agram. 

These Stars and Constellations are easily recognized, and frDm them with the aid of a 
sta'r chart others can be id.entified; but for most practical purposes if one knows only 
these one should be able to keep direction during night marches .. ' 

Arcturus,which next to CapeUa and Vega is the, brightest star in the Northern Hemic 
sphere, can be found by following the sweep of the Tail of the Plough for a little over 
twice its.length. ' 

Sagittarius and Scorp~o are easily recognized in the Southern sky for a South ward 
march. The bow of Sagittarius the Archer in the edge 'Of theiMilky Way points its 
arrow i~to the body of tID.e Scorpion with its upturned tail. 

Planets "wander" and therefOTe cannot be shown on star charts. Jupiter and ,Venus 
are very bright, Venus appearing only in the East and West, and Jupiter being usually'" 
high up in the sky. Saturn is very pale, and Mars has a reddish tint. 

Matters of Interest 

BRIGADIER J. S. K. BOYD, O.B.E., M.D., M.R.C.P., D.P.H., D.T.M.& H., has 
been elected a Fellow of .the 'Royal Society. He is the 39th member of the 
Corps to receive this honour and he joins the band of officers who have dis
tinguished themselves in science and which includes the names of Pring1e, 
Hunter, Lewis,.Bruce and Leishman. " 

Brigadier Boyd, who is now Dir~ctor of the Wellcome .Laboratory of Tropic~~ 
Medicine, was Director of Pathology fr9m 1945 to 1946.; and . since 1946 has 
been a memher of the Council and Honorary Secretary of the Royal Society of 
TropicaJ ¥7dicinearid Hygiene. He is the first' regular officer of ," tpe Anny' 
Medical Services to become a Fellow of the Royal' Society since Lt.cGen·. Sir' 
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